
TThree Dahree Dark Crownsrk Crowns
by Kendare Blake
Triplets bred to wield magic that
will cost two of them their
lives while the survivor wins the
crown hide a secret that two of
them have reached the age of 16
without manifesting any abilities.

YYA Fiction BlakA Fiction Blake, K.e, K.

We Are OkayWe Are Okay
by Nina LaCour
After a traumatic summer that
nobody else knows about, Marin
is forced to confront what
happened during a lonely,
fateful winter break.
YYA Fiction LaA Fiction LaCCour, N.our, N.

When Dimple Met RishiWhen Dimple Met Rishi
by Sandhya Menon
A heartfelt romantic comedy
told from the alternating
perspectives of two Indian-
American teens whose parents
have arranged their marriage.
YYA Fiction Menon, S.A Fiction Menon, S.

Wolf By WolfWolf By Wolf
by Ryan Graudin
In an alternate universe,
Germany and Japan won WWII.
Yael, a death camp escapee,
aspires to win a race in order to
kill Hitler at the Victor's Ball.
YYA Fiction GrA Fiction Graudin, R.audin, R.

Paper Girls. 1Paper Girls. 1
by Brian K Vaughan
Supernatural mysteries and
suburban drama collide in the
early hours after the Halloween
of 1988 for four twelve-year-old
newspaper delivery girls
YYA GN Paper GirlsA GN Paper Girls

The Radium Girls: The DarkThe Radium Girls: The Dark
Story of America's ShiningStory of America's Shining
WomenWomen
by Kate Moore
Hundreds of women were
exposed to dangerous levels of
radium while working factory
jobs during World War I. Misled by their
employers, they became embroiled in a
groundbreaking battle for workers' rights.
YYA 363.1799 M822A 363.1799 M822

The Thousandth FloorThe Thousandth Floor
by Katharine McGee
A tale set in a 1,000-story luxury
tower one century in the future
follows the experiences of an
addicted perfectionist, a
betrayed teen, a financially
strapped girl, a socialite with an
illegal A.I., and a genetically perfect girl who
dreams of what she can never have.
YYA Fiction McA Fiction McGee, K.Gee, K.

ScytheScythe
by Neal Shusterman
In a deathless future controlled
by AI, where humans only die if
chosen for gleaning, teens Citra
and Rowan reluctantly train in
the ways of killing under a
master scythe.

YYA ShustA Shusterman, N.erman, N.
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All We Have LeftAll We Have Left
by Wendy Mills
In interweaving stories, present-
day Jesse copes with the
ramifications of her brother's
death on 9/11, while in 2001, Alia,
a Muslim, gets trapped in one of
the Twin Towers and meets a

boy who changes everything for her as flames
rage around them.
YYA Fiction Mills, WA Fiction Mills, W..

American StreetAmerican Street
by Ibi Zoboi
Separated from her detained
mother after moving from Haiti
to America, Fabiola struggles to
navigate the home of her loud
cousins and a new school on
Detroit's gritty west side, where a
surprising romance and a dangerous
proposition challenge her ideas of freedom.
YYA Fiction Zoboi, I.A Fiction Zoboi, I.

BeartownBeartown
by Fredrik Backman
In a forgotten town fractured by
scandal, an amateur hockey
team might just be able to
change everything.
FICTION Backman, FFICTION Backman, F. (2nd Le. (2nd Levvel)el)

Born a Crime: Stories From aBorn a Crime: Stories From a
South African ChildhoodSouth African Childhood
by Trevor Noah
Trevor Noah traces his coming of
age during the twilight of
apartheid in South Africa and
the tumultuous days of freedom
that followed, offering insights
into the political and social systems of today's
world.
YYA BIO Noah, TA BIO Noah, T..

Fat Boy Vs the CheerleadersFat Boy Vs the Cheerleaders
by Geoff Herbach
Plus-sized outcast Gabe
confronts the high school
cheerleading team when they
take control of the soda machine
funds that were previously
collected by the pep band.
YYA Fiction Herbach, G.A Fiction Herbach, G.

Girl in PiecesGirl in Pieces
by Kathleen Glasgow
Having suffered terrible losses
including the death of her father,
17-year-old Charlotte adopts a
tough demeanor and engages in
self-destructive rituals to hide
her pain before undertaking a

poignant journey of healing.
YYA Fiction GlasgoA Fiction Glasgow, K.w, K.

Goodbye DaysGoodbye Days
by Jeff Zentner
When a text causes a fatal crash,
ending the lives of his best
friends, guilt-ridden Carver
becomes subject to a criminal
investigation. He receives
support from a few loving
people before his friends' families ask him to
share a "goodbye day."
YYA Fiction Zentner, JA Fiction Zentner, J..

The Hate U GiveThe Hate U Give
by Angie Thomas
After witnessing her friend's
murder by a police officer, Starr
Carter's complicated life is
further complicated by the
police and a local drug lord who
try to intimidate her.

YYA Fiction TA Fiction Thomas, A.homas, A.

IlluminaeIlluminae
by Amie Kaufman
Caught in the crossfire of
corporate rivalry in 2575, Kady
and Ezra, who have just broken
up, flee their home planet on an
evacuation ship that is quickly
overwhelmed by a deadly
plague.
YYA Fiction Kaufman, A.A Fiction Kaufman, A.

A List of CagesA List of Cages
by Robin Roe
Landing a coveted elective to
serve as an aide to the school
psychologist, Adam (a student
struggling with ADHD) is
assigned to track down a
troubled freshman he discovers

is the foster brother he has not seen in five years.
YYA Fiction Roe, R.A Fiction Roe, R.

Ms. Marvel: No NormalMs. Marvel: No Normal
by G. Willow Wilson
Kamala Khan, a Pakistani
American girl from
Jersey acquires superhuman
powers and, despite the
pressures of school and home,
uses her new abilities to help her
community.
YYA GN Ms. MarA GN Ms. Marvvelel

One of Us Is LyingOne of Us Is Lying
by Karen M. McManus
When one of five students in
detention is found dead, his
high-profile classmates
—including a brainy intellectual,
a popular beauty, a drug dealer
on probation and an all-star

athlete — are revealed to be the subjects of the
victim's latest gossip postings.
YYA Fiction McManus, K.A Fiction McManus, K.
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